WELCOME HOME
Fits almost on every door
Nuki presents the Universal Cylinder
The Nuki Universal Cylinder fits almost every door and complies with the highest security standards.
Graz (Austria) – 25th January 2022. No measuring necessary - the Nuki Universal Cylinder adapts perfectly to
almost any door thanks to its modular design. Of course, the cylinder meets the highest security requirements
and is equipped with the emergency and danger function, so it can be opened from the outside by key at any
time.
Content of this message:
 Universal locking cylinder adjustable in length
 33 possible cylinder dimensions (inside 30-55 mm, outside 32-42 mm)
 developed together with M&C - more than secure
 Corresponds to the highest security class SKG ***, highest protection against break-ins, including
protection against drilling out
 five keys with security card included with delivery
 emergency function allows to open the door from the outside with the key at any time even if the Nuki
Smart Lock is installed
 available now at the price of 79 euros
More comfort and security through cylinder replacement
Replacing the cylinder makes sense if the existing locking cylinder does not offer an emergency or danger
function, or if there is not enough space to glue the mounting plate of the Nuki Smart Lock. In both scenarios
the Universal Cylinder offers help. It can be built up in a way that there is enough space on the inside to fix the
mounting plate directly to the cylinder. This eliminates the need to measure the door, which is often a bit fiddly
with normal locking cylinders. Changing the cylinder is also very simple and can be done in just a few minutes.
The Universal Cylinder was developed with the security professionals from M&C - more than secure and
corresponds to the highest security requirements according to SKG ***, including drilling, impact and core pull
protection. In particular, older locks without emergency and danger functions are in general less secure.
Perfect for tenants
The word "cylinder exchange" is usually met with the objection "I live in a rented house". Incidentally, you don't
have to ask the landlord for permission. When you move, you only have to put the original cylinder back into the
door and the Nuki Universal Cylinder moves with you. This is where the modular design pays off, as the cylinder
can easily be adapted to the door in the new flat. Keys that have been deposited with trusted persons do not
have to be exchanged when moving.
Price and availability
The Nuki Universal Cylinder is now available in the Nuki webshop for 79 euros. 5 keys and a security card are
included with delivery for each Universal Cylinder. Additional keys can be ordered with the enclosed security
card.
Blog post: https://nuki.io/en/blog/nuki-news/nuki-universal-cylinder-the-perfect-locking-cylinder-for-yournuki-smart-lock/
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About Nuki Home Solutions GmbH
Nuki is a leading provider of retrofit intelligent access solutions for Europe.
Our mission
“We shape the way people access homes. Our products are simple, make life easier and are reliable companions
for our customers. What makes us successful is our dynamic and diverse team. Because we focus on the
essentials and are constantly developing," says Nuki CEO Martin Pansy, explaining his company’s mission.
Nuki Home Solutions GmbH was founded in Graz (Austria) in 2014. After successful crowdfunding in 2015, the
company has grown steadily and employs more than 100 people in Graz. In addition to the established Smart
Lock and an extensive range of accessories, Nuki is working hard to further develop smart access solutions for a
completely keyless future. Further information can be found at http://nuki.io/en/.
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